USNS Eltanin Cruise 48 to Mid-Indian and Broken Ridges
comprising the Mid-Indian Ridge and the aseismic
Broken Rid g e as the southern and northern boundaries, enabled investigation of several specific problems.
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Marine geophysics
USNS Eltanin Cruise 48 was designated as a multidisciplinary cruise with emphasis on marine geology
and geophysics. The main objective of the cruise was
to investigate the Broken Ridge and the northern
flank of the Mid-Indian Ridge in the vicinity of
Amsterdam Island (see map). Some authors envisage
Broken Ridge as a microcontinent, or pre-continentaldrift sialic fragment, suspected to be complementary
in origin to the Kerguelen Plateau.
Cruise 48 began at Newcastle, New South Wales, on
June 28, 1971, and terminated at Fremantle, Western
Australia, on August 19. A total of 8,372 nautical
miles were steamed, and 58 separate stations were
occupied.
The first segment of the cruise was a short track
into the western part of the Tasman Sea to obtain
magnetic and gravity coverage for refinement of profiles taken during Cruise 47A. The shortest route
then was taken to the main study area. Routine geophysical, hydrological, and meteorological observations were made while under way—except in the
Bass Straight, where refraction seismology measurements were made using sonobuoy methods.
The diverse tectonic framework of the study region,
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The geophysics program, under Mr. K. Kondratowicz, party chief for Drs. D. Hayes and R. Houtz of
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory, comprised
continuous magnetic, gravity, and seismic profiling.
Substantial data were obtained relevant to the
genesis of the aseismic and main ridge systems.
Broken Ridge was crossed five times at several different azimuths. This ridge is a dominantly sedimentary feature with a very steep southern edge and a
gently inclined northern flank, being best described
as a tilted fault block. It has slight magnetic expression, suggesting some igneous or metamorphic components. Basalt chips were recovered from the base
of the scarp in an unsuccessful coring attempt.
Analysis of gravity profiles and much sonohuoy seismic refraction data should provide valuable estimates
of the nature of the deeper materials.
Broken Ridge is undoubtedly a compressional feature: the deeper sediments are clearly progressively
inclined upward towards the southern scarp. In one
crossing, horizontal younger sediments above a definite angular unconformity are clearly indicated. Since
a minimum of 1,500 m of inclined sediments is evident in the truncated horizon, then at least a
Mesozoic age is predictable for the ridge, and the
uplift and tilting would be Upper Tertiary. Additional evidence of compressional origin includes sev-
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era! elevated fault blocks and compressive folds on
the southern margin of the feature. The compressive
origin is probably associated with northward migration of the sea floor against the less active and more
stable Wharton Basin to the north. This is complicated by the results from the single crossing of the
west end of Broken Ridge: here, the ridge differs in
character from the east end in that steep tectonic
features are not evident.
The Mid-Indian Ridge near Amsterdam Island,
here called Amsterdam Ridge, was not traversed entirely. Sediment thickness and the position with respect to the main midoceanic ridge indicate that
Amsterdam Ridge is young. It has great magnetic
expression and is clearly dominantly volcanic in origin.
The tracks south and southwest of Broken Ridge
were designed to gather 2,000 miles of data normal
to the trend of the midoceanic Southeast Indian
Rise. The classical magnetic anomaly pattern is
present and is readily amenable to crustal spreading
analysis. This will provide a minimum age estimate
for the oceanic crust adjacent to Broken Ridge, probably showing a crust far younger than any reasonable
age for Broken Ridge itself, being therefore consistent
with the description of the ridge as a former microcontinent.
Rapid changes in sediment thickness together with
changes in basement elevation can provide evidence
consistent with traversing of a transform fault. One
highly probable transform fault was detected at
about 40°S. 87°E. The difference in sediment thickness suggests that the lateral movement may have
resulted in a 20-million-year difference in the age of
adjacent basement blocks.
The 2,000-mile east-to-west traverse along 41'S.
and southwest of Australia reveals a bathymetric
character that changes markedly from tectonically
disturbed south of Australia to relatively undisturbed
southwest of Australia. This finding is either mere
coincidence or the result of influence of the continental mass on ocean floor tectonics during crustal spreading.
The geophysical data contribute much to definition
of sediment distribution and basement relief.
Marine geology
The geology program was conducted by the Alpine
Geophysical Associates crew under Mr. L. Oblinger
and involved student assistants from Florida State
University (Dr. L. Frakes, principal investigator),
the University of Southern California (Dr. 0.
Bandy), and the University of Rhode Island (Dr. N.
Watkins). Over 50 piston cores were collected.
Recovery of cores of substantial length was inhibited by the sediment type, which is dominantly
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carbonate. Nevertheless, a core of 26.5 m total lengtl
was recovered from the trough on the southern flani
of Broken Ridge. Since lack of suitably smooth in
tenors in pipes at this stage necessitated extrusion o
sediment (rather than liners) from two pipes int(
auxiliary pipes with extrudable liners, some 1.5 n
compression occurred. This means the core was ii
fact over 28 m long, in terms of depth below thi
sediment surface. It bottoms in the mid-Pliocene.
In the vicinity of Broken Ridge, the depth o
water in core stations ranged from 1,300 to 5,200 in
This range of water depths, together with the limite
latitudinal range of cores and the high carbonat
fractions, will allow efficient study of the calciun
carbonate dissolution levels.
A core traverse was made southwest of Amsterdan
and St. Paul Islands, at the western limit of th
cruise. The core recovery lengths were limited, s
the hoped-for tephra will be of limited age only.
Rock dredging operations were only partially suc
cessful. A dredge was lost when trying to sample th
lower parts of the Broken Ridge scarp. Several at
tempts to sample other parts of the ridge failed, th
only potentially valuable recovery being a plum-siz
piece of either fine pyroclastic or serpentinite. Onl
cuttlefish shells and other organic fragments wer
recovered in the other grabs on the ridge. These rela
tive failures were offset by the recovery of a ver
large slab of basalt from the pinnacle of an unname
seamount at 32°25.08'S. 83°53.85'E., the crest c
which was at only 330 m depth. The remaining grab
were taken from the flanks of Amsterdam Island t
assist in estimating the age and composition of olde
parts of the island. Five grabs were taken at depth
varying from 1,000 to 2,120 m, at about 7 nautic2
miles from the island; volcanic pebbles and fine
sediment were recovered.
Other programs

The hydrology program comprised bottom camen
nephelometer, and bottom current meter observatior
by Mr. T. Root, and bathythermograph and Nanse
casts by Mr. M. Rodriguez, both for Dr. Arnold Goi
don (Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory), larg
volume water sampling for carbon-14 analysis by M
P. Bradford (for Dr. A. W. Fairhall, University
Washington), and continuous sea surface temperatui
measurements, as well as associated on-hoard analyse
Over 200 bathythermograph stations were occupie
and expendable bathythermographs were used to a
sist in definition of interfaces associated with the sul
tropical convergence. Carbon-14 was sampled at seve
stations, and the Nansen sampling program was ca:
ned out simultaneously at all the depths involve
Similarly, carbon-14 samples were taken at the 2
stations where Nansen (two depth levels), camera, ar,
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wphelometer operations were carried out. The Scintific Committee on Oceanographic ResearchJNESCO reference station 1 (32°00'S. 111°50'E.)
as occupied for Nansen casts at several depths at the
equest of Dr. D. Rochford, Commonwealth Scientific
tnd Industrial Research Organization, Australia.
The major bottom current meter success was the
auriching and recovery of an 18-day station immeditely south of Broken Ridge. Three other bottom cur'ent meter stations were occupied.
According to preliminary inspection of some of the
)ottom photographs, an area of extensive (if not
rtensive) manganese nodule development may exist
auth of Broken Ridge. There is an indication of a
1eficiency in deep water nutrient content in these
atitudes, compared to the deep waters of the subantrtic region. The subtropical convergence was detected in the vicinity of latitudes 34° to 37°S., and
there is some indication that Brokeii Ridge may, at
east partially, affect the position of minor cold and
vairn water interfaces.
The meteorology program was carried out by the
ustralian Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology
Mr. W. Dingle).
Substantial difficulties were encountered sporadclIy with operation of the 12.5-kHz precision depth
r€lcorder, the pit-logger, and the satellite navigation
)stem, but no time was lost. Similarly, difficulties
o4curred with the piston coring operation until antispin cross supports were added to the fins of the bomb,
after which no triggering failures were encountered.
Personnel of Alpine Geophysical Associates and the
Military Sealift Command, under Captain C. Grant,
are acknowledged for contributing to the satisfactory
completion of the cruise.

Orientation at Skyland Virginia
for USARP field personnel
An orientation session was held September 13-17
at Skyland, in the Shenandoah Mountains of Virginia,
for field personnel participating in the U.S. Antarctic
Research Program this austral summer. Sponsored by
the National Science Foundation (NSF), such predeployment meetings are held each year to familiarize
investigators with the overall program, the history of
antarctic research, survival techniques, and international cooperation, and to enable them to meet
their colleagues and senior administrative personnel.
Beginning the program on Monday afternoon, after
most of the 170 participants arrived by bus from
Washington, D.C., Mr. Joseph 0. Fletcher, Head of
NSF's Office of Polar Programs (OPP), introduced
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Dr. Thomas B. Owen, Assistant Director for National
and International Programs. Dr. Owen introduced the
staff of the Office of Polar Programs, which is part of
his directorate, and spoke on the role of NSF in supporting polar science. Mr. Philip M. Smith, Deputy
Head of OPP, then discussed the history of the U.S.
Antarctic Research Program and the events that led
to its formation in 1958. Rear Admiral Leo B. McCuddin, Commander, Naval Support Force, Antarctica, introduced his staff, after which Lieutenant J . E.
Harrison, U.S. Navy, explained the role of the support
force. Captain James E. Heg, USN, Office of the
Secretary of Defense, then spoke on national objectives
in polar research, emphasizing the role of the Antarctic
Treaty. On Monday evening, Mr. Frank T. Davies
described his experiences with the 1929 Byrd expedition to Antarctica.
Tuesday morning was given over to explaining the
problems of getting people and data to and from the
Antarctic. Fifteen staff members of the Office of Polar
Programs and the Naval Support Force spoke on such
specific issues as conservation and permits, field party
coordination, and station management.
On Tuesday afternoon, speakers explained three
specific programs in the atmospheric sciences. Mr.
John P. Katsufrakis (Stanford University) discussed
the magnetospheric and ionospheric research being
carried out at Siple Station; Dr. Robert A. Duce
(University of Rhode Island) spoke on the measurement of atmospheric pollutants; and Dr. Robert H.
Eather (Boston College) discussed auroral research.
On Wednesday, Dr. David H. Elliot (Ohio State
University) explained Antarctica's key role in the
Gondwanaland hypothesis; Drs. Elliot C. Morris and
Henry E. Holt (U.S. Geological Survey) discussed the
planned 1975 Mars landing and how the Antarctic
has been used as a Martian analog; and Dr. Lyle D.
McGinnis (Northern Illinois University) spoke on the
dry valley drilling project initiated this austral summer. Dr. Bruce Warren (Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution) described the physical characteristics of
the southern circumpolar waters; Dr. .James H. Zumberge (University of Arizona) presented a plan for
multidisciplinary research through drill holes in the
Ross Ice Shelf; and Dr. N. Terence Edgar (University of California, San Diego) explained the Glomar
Challenger deep-sea drilling project. Plans call for
Glornar Challenger to drill in the southern ocean in
1973. Wednesday evening, Dr. Rodney W. Johnson
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration)
discussed the analogy of research in the Antarctic and
in space.
On Thursday, Dr. Mary Alice McWhinnie (DePaul
University) discussed marine ecosystems, emphasizing
the importance of an interdigitated approach; Dr.
Robert W. Risebrough (University of California,
Berkeley) spoke on conservation; and Dr. Henry A.
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